Vendetta of the Partisans

…Then they all were beaten terribly with bull whips and after this torture they cut out strips of flesh from their backs while they were alive. Others had their noses cut off, their tongues cut out, and ears and genitals cut off… The prisoners screamed and were writhing in spasms. This lasted about an hour, then the cries became quieter until they stopped…

Infanterie – Vormarsch im Osten

[*The Jews who usually were not soldiers, often were partisan leaders.~germanvictims]*

An eye witness woman reports from the concentration camp Kikinda (Hungarian Highlands—that’s after Hungary was taken over by the communists): On November 3, 1944, I was an eye witness to the first slaughter of a larger group (Germans) … First the men were made naked and had to lay down and their hands were bound behind their backs…

Then they all were beaten terribly with bull whips and after this torture they cut out strips of flesh from their backs while they were alive. Others had their noses cut off, their tongues cut out,
and ears and genitals cut off… The prisoners screamed and were writhing in spasms. This lasted about an hour, then the cries became quieter until they stopped. The next day when we walked across the courtyard, there were everywhere tongues, ears, eyes and various human body parts, and the whole yard was covered with dried blood…

Fridays, Saturdays and Sundays they always slaughtered a lot of people… Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday were used to fill up the camp again, grabbing people from the neighborhood and hauling them into the camp. Then Fridays the slaughter started all over again. Later on I was no longer able to see what was happening but we could hear everything, the victims how they screamed and the partisans how they made fun of it all. (Quotes from the documentary works by Wilfried Ahrens: “Verbrechen an Deutschen, Dokumente der Vertreibung” (crimes committed against Germans; documentation of the expulsion) Arget 1983, Seite (page) 304 ff., Dok. 15a.

Of nearly half Million Yugoslavian-Germans, 135,000 lost their lives for the reasons mentioned earlier [*in the book], most of them in the most inhuman ways.

The weekly Yugoslavian paper „Nedjje Dalmacija” had an article on May 6, 1990, called “Das Schicksal der Volksdeutschen und die Kriegsentschaediung,” (the fate of the ethnic Germans and indemnity) in which they estimated the estates of the ethnic Germans of that time as more than 100 billion. 79,000 German estates with 638,000 hectares of land [*1 hectare = 2.47 acres] were robbed from them.

The paper accused the rest of the press to conceal information about ethnic Germans, “those hard-working and industrious people who were a model of the pre-war agribusiness of the Vojvodina.” Begin of July the Catholic newspaper “Glas Konzila” (FAZ 9. July 1990) pointed out that in the cave of Jazovka there are at least a thousand cubic meters of human bones. After the end of the war, the victorious partisans and Communists threw a whole month long systematically injured, prisoners of war, and civilians – most of them probably Germans and German-sympathetic Croats. It’s time the world finds out the truth.

[*These type of crimes were happening everywhere in the East of Europe, not just occasionally but systematically and massively. The refugees were mostly women and children, and old grand parents because the men were hauled in [of course many women were, too] and either tortured to death, executed or put into slave labor death camps.]

Source: Die Sieger im Schatten Ihrer Schuld – Joachim Nolywaika
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